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ABSTRACT After big disasters, a damaged area can be out of contact because of severe damage of
existing network infrastructures. Meanwhile, high demands for network connections to the disaster area
will arise to collect damage information and disseminate rescue instructions. In this paper, we design a
vehicle-assist resilient information and network system for disaster management, despite of the Internet
unavailability. It contains three main components: (1) smartphone apps that provide functions of SOS
reporting, life and medical resources request/provision, and safe road navigation; (2) mobile stations that
assist data exchange between smartphone apps and servers; (3) geo-distributed servers that collect user
data, conduct distributed data analysis, and make disaster management decisions. Since the vehicle-assist
network is critical to connect isolated smartphones and servers, we continue to study the scheduling
problem of mobile stations. Given a number of disaster management tasks, such as sensing, information
collection, and message dissemination, we propose online algorithms that schedules mobile stations for
disaster management tasks with the objective of maximizing the total weight of finished tasks, without
any knowledge of future task arrivals. We derive the competitive ratio of our proposed algorithms and
conduct extensive simulations for performance evaluation.

INDEX TERMS Disaster, vehicle, and mobile network

I. INTRODUCTION

When disaster (e.g., earthquake or tsunami) happens, the
government or organizations responsible for disaster man-
agement need to quickly start rescue activities. To well plan
and manage rescue activities after disasters, we need real-
time information (e.g., damaged level, population distribu-
tion, resource demands) about the damaged area. Also, some
important notifications and messages, such as latest news,
evacuation instructions and rescue plans, need to be deliv-
ered to people and rescue teams distributed in different areas.
All these disaster management tasks rely on network connec-
tions with the disaster area. Unfortunately, existing wired
and wireless network infrastructures can be seriously dam-
aged or stop working due to power outage after disaster.
According to a NTT report [1], 1.5 million circuits for fixed
lines and 4,900 cellular base stations stopped working due to
the East Japan Earthquake in March, 2011.

Above facts motivate us to construct a vehicle-assist resil-
ient information and network system to enable information
collection and distribution in disaster area, despite of the
Internet unavailability. As shown in Figure 1, we consider a
disaster environment where the target region is divided into
several geographically separated communities without the
Internet. We develop a dedicated smartphone app, with
which users can create SOS reports, request/demand resour-
ces (e.g., water and food), report dangerous places and search
safe routes. All user data are collected at geo-distributed
servers that conduct automatic rescue task assignment,
resource matching and damage prediction. The communica-
tion between clients and servers is enabled by a vehicle-assist
network using mobile stations that can be Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) or vehicles refitted as Movable and
Deployable ICT Resource Units (MDRUs) [2]. Each mobile
station has both wide and local area network interfaces.
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The wide area network interface has large bandwidth and
long transmission distance, and it is used for data transmis-
sion between mobile stations and the disaster management
center. For example, the free-space optics (FSO) technology
can provide Gb/s-level transmission rate over a distance of
several kilometers [3], [4]. Multiple mobile stations can form
a mesh network to communicate with the disaster manage-
ment center in a multi-hop manner. An alternative technol-
ogy for wide area network is satellite communication [5]
that provides wide coverage but with limited transmission
rate. The local area network interface, e.g., WiFi, is used to
communicate with smartphones and rescue devices in
the communities.
Since the vehicle-assist network is critical to connect iso-

lated smartphones and servers, we study the scheduling prob-
lem of mobile stations, given a number of disaster
management tasks, such as sensing, information collection,
and message dissemination, which are generated by rescue
policies and activities. It is ideal to deploy a dedicated mobile
station for each community to achieve full coverage. How-
ever, many mobile stations are needed since the number of
communities can be large in practice, leading to high cost for
constructing such a disaster management network. We face a
challenge of using a limited number of mobile stations to
achieve efficient disaster management. Also, working capa-
bility of mobile stations is constrained by batteries or fuel
carried on. An intuitive idea is to let mobile stations periodi-
cally travel around multiple communities. This approach is
far from efficiency because it ignores real-time task genera-
tion from disaster management center. For example, in
Figure 1, the disaster management center needs to send evac-
uation instructions to people in community 1, but both
mobile stations are serving other communities according to
fixed traveling routine. Since disaster management tasks are
generated in real time, it is difficult to predict future tasks
that are affected by many factors including environmental
changes, rescue policy, and demands from various facilities.
To enable efficient disaster management, we propose an

online algorithm that schedules mobile stations for disaster
management tasks with weights, without any knowledge of
future task arrivals. Our objective is to maximize the total
weight of finished tasks under constraints of maximum

working capability of mobile stations. Since it is impossible
to finish all tasks with a limited number of mobile station at
each time slot, we propose to conduct important ones with
higher weights. For example, the task of evacuating notifica-
tion has larger weight than the task of video scanning for
damage evaluation.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows.
� We design a vehicle-assist resilient information and

network system for disaster management. It can be
quickly setup after disasters to enable self-organized
cooperative rescue with detailed people-centric infor-
mation in the disaster hit area where Internet is broken
down.

� Given information of disaster management task in a
time period, we study a scheduling problem with the
objective of maximizing the total weight of finished
tasks under constraints of working capability of mobile
stations. We formulate this problem as a mixed-integer
linear programming and prove its NP-hardness. With-
out future task information, an online algorithm is pro-
posed, and we prove its performance is no worse than
e�1
e of optimal solution;

� We develop a prototype to evaluate the feasibility and
efficiency of the proposed system. Extensive simula-
tions are conducted to evaluated the performance of our
proposed algorithm. We also verify the correctness of
theoretical performance guarantee of our proposed
algorithm.

The rest of this paper are organized as follow. Some impor-
tant related work is reviewed in Section II. We present the sys-
tem design in Section III. The scheduling problem of mobile
station is studied in Section IV. We show experiment and sim-
ulation results in Section V. Section VI concludes this work.

II. RELATEDWORK

In recent years, government and academia show great interests
in disaster management research. Although various techni-
ques, such as sensing [6], [7], medical rescue [8]–[10], cloud
computing [11], [12] and emergent communication [13], have
been proposed, communication network plays a critical role
in disaster management. Existing modern communication net-
work infrastructures are powerful in providing high-through-
put and low-latency communication services [14]–[16], but
they are designed to work under a stable environment. When
big disaster happens, network infrastructures can fail to pro-
vide communication services because of system damage or
data traffic congestion. Disaster-resilient network techniques
have attracted many research efforts [17] in recent years.
Miyazaki et al. [18] design a resilient information manage-
ment system for disaster situations. Andi et al. [19] propose to
use Free Space Optics relays to recover a network that is par-
tially disconnected due to natural disaster or terrorist attacks.
They study a throughput maximization problem by minimiz-
ing the number of deployed transceivers and optimizing their
placement. Sato et al. [20] propose to build a wireless mesh

FIGURE 1. Motivation example.
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network using vehicles equipped with multiple network inter-
faces, such as IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX), 4 G/LTE, andWiFi. A
similar scheme is proposed in [21], where a wireless mesh net-
work is built and connected to the Internet by using Movable
and Deployable Resource Units as base stations, which are
specialized devices with powerful servers. In all existing stud-
ies, it is proposed to deploy a large number of expensive hard-
ware resources, and is time-consuming to achieve a large
network coverage. A technique of software-defined network-
ing is proposed to mitigate disaster risks and cut down the
investment and management cost in [22]. The design consists
of a sub-graph based proactive protection approach at the net-
work nodes for fast rerouting and a splicing approach at the
controller for effective post-disaster restoration. However,
this work is based on the assumption that the existing network
infrastructures still work after disasters.
The trajectory optimization of mobile relays has been

extensively investigated in delay-tolerant networks [23]–[28].
Yasmeen et al. [29] propose to improve the performance of
delay-tolerant networks using ferry access points that increase
the contact opportunities between mobile nodes and the ferry.
Moreover, they propose sticky transfers that allow two
encountered nodes to remain within transmission range of
each other until they are able to complete necessary message
transfers. Lin et al. [30] investigate the problem of dynamic
ferry mobility control under limited-range sensing, where
data ferries are capable of sensing node presence within a cer-
tain range. They aim at control policies that maximize the
number of effective contacts by dynamically adjusting move-
ments of ferries. The above techniques mainly focus on per-
formance enhancement of delay-tolerant networks consisting
of a large number of mobile nodes, which can be impractical
for disaster management. Guan et al. [31] study to use mobile
relays to increase packet delivery ratio in mobile social net-
works. To improve the routing performance in mobile ad hoc
networks with mobile ferries, a protocol called FA-GPSR
[32] is proposed to enhance the widely used Greedy Perimeter
Stateless Routing (GPSR) protocol. The work most closely to
our research is [33] that studies the trajectory and data plan-
ning for mobile relays to enable efficient Internet access after
disasters. Different from [33], we study how to use mobile sta-
tions to construct a network dedicated for disaster manage-
ment. Moreover, we propose online algorithm for assignment
of disaster management tasks, while [33] presents a heuristic
algorithm with global knowledge. Compared to our previous

work [34], we develop a prototype system to verify the feasi-
bility of vehicle-assist information and network system. Fur-
thermore, we enhance the online algorithm design by scaling
the moving capability of mobile stations to improve the com-
petitive ratio.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first analyze the characteristics of disaster
communication, which motivates our design objectives.
Then, we present the details of system design.

A. OBJECTIVES

Our system targets on disaster environment with several spe-
cial characteristics. First, people have strong communication
demands after disasters. Different from network traffic (e.g.,
webs, social media, online games and video streaming) in
normal days, these demands include medical service
requests, messages to family members or friends, navigation
to shelters, obtaining evacuation instructions, and so on. The
generated data are critical for rescue activities, but with small
size and delay-tolerant. Second, the Internet is unavailable
because of serious damage of existing network infrastructure.
Without Internet, many social and map applications, such as
Facebook and Google Map, cannot be used, fail to satisfy the
demands from people in disaster environment. Finally, net-
work recovery may be slow due to the inaccessibility of
disaster area or shortage of human resources. By considering
above special characteristics, we set our system design objec-
tives as follows.

� Internet Independence: The system is designed to
operate without the Internet and provide functions to
satisfy most of communication demands in disaster
environment.

� Self-sufficiency: Once the system is set up, it not only
automatically gathers and distributes important infor-
mation to residents, but also makes certain decisions or
suggestions (e.g., material allocation, rescue actions
schedule) using the gathered information.

� Cost Efficiency: Our system should not require expen-
sive and dedicated hardware deployment. With limited
hardware resources, it is able to maximize the effi-
ciency of rescue activities.

� Quick deployment: This system should be quickly
deployed after disaster, so that it can provide services
before the recovery of network infrastructure.

B. DESIGN DETAILS

As shown in Figure 2, our system contains three main com-
ponents: (1) smartphone apps that provide functions of
SOS reporting, life and medical resources request/provi-
sion, and safe road navigation; (2) customized vehicles that
assist data exchange between smartphone apps and servers;
(3) geo-distributed servers that collect user data, conduct
distributed data analysis, and make disaster management
decisions. The details of these components are elaborated
as follows.

FIGURE 2. System architecture.
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1) SMARTPHONE APPS

We design smartphone apps for both iOS and Andriod plat-
forms. Its main functions include:
Medical Service Request: We consider two scenarios of

requesting medical services. First, injured people themselves
can create SOS messages to ask for a rescue, as shown in the
Figure 3(a). These messages include the basic physiological
(walk or not) and location information. Second, when medi-
cal teams arrive disaster area, they can quickly do medical
triage using the app. Thanks to our user-friendly design,
even normal user without medical training can use the app to
quickly do victim triage.
Resource Supply and Demand: The system can also man-

age life resource supply and demand information among the
people. If the users register goods supply or demand informa-
tion (e.g., goods names, and their quantity, time, and condi-
tion) via their mobile terminals, the RIM server stores this
information and performs an automatic supply/demand
matching. If some matches are successfully established, the
matching results will be delivered to the mobile terminal of
the user who registered supply or demand information.
Safe Navigation: We use the open source routing machine

(OSRM) to provide map and navigation function that is
needed when people evacuate to shelters. However, in disas-
ter environment, we need to address an additional challenge
that even though a path to a specific destination can be found,
it cannot be go through because of road or building damage
along the path. We enhance the routing function of OSRM
by automatic avoiding damaged locations.
To enable the data exchange between smartphones and

servers, we develop mobile stations that can collect data
from smartphones using WiFi. Also, smartphones can
exchange data with direct links using Bluetooth or Direct
WiFi technology.

2) MOBILE STATIONS

The mobile stations can be drones or vehicles that are
equipped with tiny computer systems. Mobile stations use
WiFi network interfaces and act as mobile access points that
can be connected by smartphones within their coverage.
They can collect data, such as medical service requests, from

smartphones, while broadcasting news or evacuation instruc-
tions. Moreover, each mobile station has a wide-area network
interface of FSO or satellite to communicate with geo-
distributed servers. Via this wide-area network connection,
mobile stations can receive movement instructions and assign
disaster management tasks. We divide data into two catego-
ries according to their quality-of-service (QoS) requirements,
and apply different forwarding approaches for them, respec-
tively. For delay-tolerant data, such as resource supply/
demand and medical service requests, mobile stations collect
them using WiFi and carry them to geo-distributed servers for
uploading. Other data, such as routing requests, evacuation
instructions and control commands, need real-time delivery,
which are transmitted through the wide-area network connec-
tion. The biggest challenge of enabling efficient data delivery
is how to schedule these mobile stations among different
disaster area, which will be addressed in next section.

3) GEO-DISTRIBUTED SERVERS

Our system contains geo-distributed servers for data aggrega-
tion and processing. Each server consists of a group of com-
mercial computers, which can be quickly setup after
disasters. All data are stored and synchronized among geo-
distributed servers via Cassandra [35]. After collecting medi-
cal service requests from users, server provide the function
of assigning rescue tasks to medical teams. In addition, they
can conduct automatic matching between resource supplies
and demands, and search safe routes requested by users. All
functions can be accessed and managed via web services pro-
vided by a http server. Furthermore, we develop a task
assigner that assigns disaster management tasks to mobile
stations. The details of assignment algorithm is presented in
Section IV.

IV. MOBILE STATION SCHEDULING

In this section, we study the scheduling problem of mobile
stations by first formulating it as an offline optimization
problem that is proved to be NP-hard. Then, we design an
online algorithm with guaranteed approximation ratio.

A. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a disaster area that is partitioned into a set J of geo-
graphically separated communities without Internet connec-
tions. A set I of mobile stations are used to provide network
connections between the communities and a disaster manage-
ment center, which facilitate information dissemination and
collection tasks that are critical for disaster management.
Assume jIj < jJj, because of high cost of mobile stations.
Each mobile station is equipped with sensors, and with both
wide and local area network interfaces. The wide area net-
work interface, e.g., FSO, is used for controlling and commu-
nication with the disaster management center. The local area
network interface, e.g., WiFi, is used to communicate with
smartphones and rescue devices. Due to limited battery
capacity or fuel carried by mobile stations, the maximum
moving distance of i 2 I is constrained by Di. The distance

FIGURE 3. Graphic user interfaces on smartphones.
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from community j to j0 is denoted by dðj; j0Þ. The energy con-
sumption for data transmission is negligible in comparison
with energy needed for mobile station movement.
We consider a time period that is partitioned into multiple

discrete time slots, denoted by set T . The length of time slots
could be 30 minutes or 1 hour, which depends on disaster
management policy and task types. In each time slot t 2 T ,
the disaster management center generates a number of tasks in
the form of {hatj;wt

jig, where atj is the task type at community
j 2 J, wt

j is task weigh indicating the task priority (impor-
tance). Note that task weights could change to reflect the
urgency of corresponding tasks. For example, when a task
fails to be scheduled for some slots, its weight could grow to
increase the possibility of scheduling in next time slot. There
is at most one task for each community. In the cases of multi-
ple tasks at the same community, they can be combined. With
the objective of maximizing the total weight of finished tasks,
we seek to design an online algorithm that schedule mobile
stations under the constraints of their maximum moving dis-
tances. Note that some tasks generated at time t may not be
assigned due to the limited number of mobile stations. These
tasks can be reformed in a future time slot with an increased
weight. All symbols are summarized in Table 1

B. PROBLEM FORMULATION

To formulate the offline problem, we define a binary variable
xtij to denote scheduling decision at each time slot as follows:

xtij ¼
1; if mobile station i is scheduled for task at

community j in time slot t;
0; otherwise:

8<
:

Given all tasks are known in advance, the offline mobile
station scheduling (MSS) problem is formulated as

MSS max
X
t

X
i

X
j

wt
jx
t
ijX

i

xtij � 1; 8j 2 J; t 2 T;
(1)

X
t

X
j

dðst�1
i ; jÞxtij � Di; 8i 2 I;

xtij 2 f0; 1g; 8i 2 I; j 2 J; t 2 T :
(2)

In each time slot, it is sufficient to assign at most one
mobile station to each community, which is represented by
constraint (1). The constraint (2) indicates the total traveling
distance of each mobile station over all time slots should be
less than its moving capability denoted by Di. We let st�1

i
denote the location of station i at time slot t � 1.
Theorem 1. The offline scheduling problem is NP-hard.
Proof. In order to prove an optimization problem to be NP-

hard, we need to show the NP-completeness of its decision
form, which is formulated as follows.

Given a set J of geographically separated communities
and a set I of mobile stations, is there a trajectory of each
mobile station i 2 I such that total weight of tasks done is no
less thanW?

This decision problem is in NP class as a given solution
can be evaluated in a polynomial time. The remaining proof
is done by reducing the well-known traveling salesman path
problem.

The traveling salesman path problem: Given a set of n cit-
ies and the distance between each pair of cities, is there a
path of length D, which visits each city exactly once?

To reduce the traveling salesman path problem to our
problem, we create a single mobile station whose maximum
traveling distance is D. We also create a set of communities
according to city locations, and each community has a task
whose weight is W

n . Suppose the traveling salesman path
problem has a feasible path of length D, we apply the same
path to our offline scheduling problem, which generates a
feasible solution with total weight of W . On the other hand,
if our offline scheduling problem has a feasible solution, it is
also a traveling salesman path of length D. Therefore, we can
conclude that our offline scheduling problem is NP-hard. tu

C. ONLINE ALGORITHM DESIGN

Based on this formulation, we then design an online algo-
rithm with performance guarantee using the primal-dual tech-
nique. We first consider the case that each mobile station is
constrained by a maximum moving capacity Di and derive
the competitive ratio of the proposed online algorithm. Then,
we improve the competitive ratio by scaling the maximum
moving capacity.

1) A e
e�1- COMPETITIVE ONLINE ALGORITHM

In the online setting, a number of new variables xtij and con-
straints (1) are generated as new task arrivals in time slot t.
The constraints represented by (2) should be updated. Note
that we cannot change task assignment in the past. The basic
idea of our online algorithm is to first create the dual formu-
lation of the original problem. Then, in each time slot, we
construct feasible solutions for both primal and dual prob-
lems, and guarantee the growth gap of their objective func-
tion is constrained.
We define dual variables at

j and bi for constraints (1) and
(2), respectively, in the primal problem. The dual problem
can be written as

TABLE 1. Notations.

I A set of mobile stations
J A set of geographically separated communities
Di The maximum moving distance of station i 2 I
dðj; j0Þ The distance from community j to j0
atj Task type at community j at time t
wt
j Task weight at community j at time t

xtij A binary variable of scheduling decision
at
j A dual variable for constraint (1)

bi A dual variable for constraint (2)
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MSS-D min
X
j;t

at
j þ
X
i

Dibi

at
j þ dðsti; jÞbi � wt

j; 8i 2 I; j 2 J; t 2 T ;
(3)

at
j � 0; 8j 2 J; 8t 2 T ; (4)

bi � 0; 8i 2 I: (5)

For each variable xtij in the primal problem, we have a cor-
responding constraint (3) in the dual problem. The pseudo
codes of the online algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. In the
beginning, all variables xtij, a

t
j, and bi are set to zero. In each

time slot, we maintain a set J that contains communities
uncovered by mobile stations, and it is initialized as J in line
3. Next, we find a task j� with maximum value of
wt
j � dðst�1

i ; jÞbi for each mobile station that has not reached
its maximum traveling capability. If wt

j� � dðst�1
i ; j�Þbi > 0,

we assign this task to mobile station i, and update primal
variable xtij� and dual variables at

j� and bi, as given in lines
6-9. Also, community j� is removed from set J. Note that
the dual variable at

j� is used only for constructing a feasible
solution of the dual problem, without influences to the algo-
rithm result.
The concept of competitive ratio is widely used to describe

the theoretical performance of online algorithm, as defined in
the following.
Definition 1 (Competitive ratio). An online algorithm with

solution S is g-competitive if OPT
S � g, where OPT denotes

the optimal solution.

Algorithm 1. Online Algorithm

1: xtij ¼ 0;at
j ¼ 0;bi ¼ 0; 8i 2 I; j 2 J; t 2 T ;

2: for each time slot t do
3: J ¼ J;
4: for each mobile station i with

P
j;t�t dðst�1

i ; sti Þxtij � Di

do
5: j� ¼ maxj2Jfwt

j � dðst�1
i ; jÞbig;

6: if wt
j� � dðst�1

i ; j�Þbi > 0 then
7: at

j� ¼ wt
j� � dðst�1

i ; j�Þbi;

8: bi ¼ ð1þ dðst�1
i ;j�Þ
Di

Þbi þ
dðst�1

i ;jÞwt
j�

ðe�1ÞdDi
;

9: xtij� ¼ 1;

10: J ¼ J � fj�g;
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for

We first have the following lemmas that are needed in the
derivation of competitive ratio.
Lemma 1 (Weak duality). Let SP and SD denote the solu-

tion of primal and dual problems, respectively. We have

SP � SD: (6)

Weak duality is an important inequality in convex optimi-
zation, whose proof can be found in [36].

Lemma 2. Let bðtÞ
i denote the value of bi at the time slot t,

and we have

b
ðtÞ
i � e

P
j;t�t

dðst�1
i ;jÞxtij

Di � 1
e� 1

: (7)

Proof. We prove this lemme by induction. When t ¼ 0, it
is easy to see that bð0Þ

i ¼ e0�1
e�1 ¼ 0. We then suppose that

above formula holds at time slot t � 1. Then,

b
ðtÞ
i ¼

 
1þ dðst�1

i ; j�Þ
Di

!
b
ðt�1Þ
i þ dðst�1

i ; j�Þwt
j�

ðe� 1ÞdDi

�
 
1þ dðst�1

i ; j�Þ
Di

!
e

P
j;t< t

dðst�1
i ;jÞxtij

Di � 1
e� 1

þ dðst�1
i ; j�Þwt

j�

ðe� 1ÞdDi

¼ 1
e� 1

"
e

P
j;t< t

dðst�1
i ;jÞxtij

Di

�
1þ dðst�1

i ; jÞ
Di

�
� 1

#

� dðst�1
i ; j�Þ

ðe� 1ÞDi
þ dðst�1

i ; j�Þwt
j�

ðe� 1ÞdDi

� 1
e� 1

"
e

P
j;t< t

dðst�1
i ;jÞxtij

Di

�
1þ dðst�1

i ; j�Þ
Di

�
� 1

#

(8)

� 1
e� 1

"
e

P
j;t< t

dðst�1
i ;jÞxtij

Di

�
1þ 1

D

�dðst�1
i

;j�ÞD
Di � 1

#
(9)

� 1
e� 1

h
e

P
j;t< t

dðst�1
i ;jÞxtij

Di e
dðst�1

i
;j�Þ

Di � 1
i

¼ e

P
j;t�t

dðst�1
i ;jÞxtij

Di
�1

e� 1
:

(10)

In (8), we assume that the maximum working distance Di

is significantly larger than the distance dðst�1
i ; jÞ between

two communities, so that
dðst�1

i ;jÞ
ðe�1ÞDi

is close to zero. The relation

(9) comes from ð1þ yÞ � ð1þ xÞyx, where x ¼ 1
D and

y ¼ dðsti ;jÞ
Di

, and (10) comes from ð1þ 1
DÞD ! e when D is big

enough. tu
Theorem 2. The online algorithm is e

e�1-competitive.
Proof. To prove this theorem, we first show the feasibility

of both primal and dual solutions. The dual solution is feasi-
ble because constraint (3) is always satisfied due to the con-
struction of value atj� in line 7. Next, we show the feasibility

of the primal problem. According to the online algorithm,

bi <
wt
j�

dðst�1
i ;j�Þ; otherwise, we do nothing in the corresponding

iteration. By Lemma 2, we have
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e

P
j;t�t

dðst�1
i ;jÞxtij

Di
�1

e� 1
<

wt
j�

dðst�1
i ; j�Þ � 1: (11)

The second inequality is because we normalize task
weight such that wt

j� � d � dðst�1
i ; j�Þ. Note that the prob-

lem with normalized weight has the same solution with
the original problem. According to (11), we can verify
that

P
j;t�t dðst�1

i ; jÞxtij � Di.
Finally, we drive the gap between objective functions of

primal and dual problems. In each update, the growth of pri-
mal objective is wt

j� if x
t
ij� ¼ 1, and the corresponding growth

of dual objective is

at
j� þ

X
i

Dibi

¼ wt
j� � dðst�1

i ; j�Þbi þ Di

"
dðst�1

i ; j�Þbi

Di

þ dðst�1
i ; jÞwt

j�

ðe� 1ÞdDi

#

¼ wt
j� þ

dðst�1
i ; jÞwt

j�

ðe� 1Þd

� wt
j� þ

wt
j�

ðe� 1Þ
¼ wt

j�

�
e

e� 1

�
:

(12)

Let SP and SD denote primal and dual solutions, respec-
tively. Due to weak duality in Lemma 1, we have
e

e�1 SP � SD � OPT . tu

2) IMPROVED COMPETITIVE RATIO WITH SCALING

MOVING CAPABILITY

Although the proposed Algorithm 1 has guaranteed approxi-
mation ratio, its performance gap with the optimal solution is
still not close enough. We continue to study to improve the
competitive ratio by scaling the maximum moving capability
of mobile stations with a ratio �. The primal formulation of
scaling mobile station scheduling is as follows:

S-MSS max
X
t

X
i

X
j

wt
jx
t
ijX

t

X
j

dðst�1
i ; jÞxtij � �Di; 8i 2 I;

ð1Þ
xtij 2 f0; 1g; 8i 2 I; j 2 J; t 2 T:

(13)

The dual problem can be written as

S-MSS-D min
X
j;t

at
j þ
X
i

�Dibi

ð3Þ; ð4Þ; and ð5Þ:

Wenotice that the formulationsMSS-D and S-MSS-D have the
same constraints, but different objective function. Based on the
updated formulation, we design an online algorithm whose
pseudo codes are shown in Algorithm 2. Different fromAlgior-
ithm 1, we define a new constant g ¼ ð1þ 1=DÞD=� in line 2.
When update the vale of dual variable bi in each iteration, we
use the equation involving g in line 9.

Algorithm 2. Online Algorithm

1: xtij ¼ 0;at
j ¼ 0;bi ¼ 0; 8i 2 I; j 2 J; t 2 T ;

2: g ¼ ð1þ 1=DÞD=�;
3: for each time slot t do
4: J ¼ J;
5: for each mobile station i withP

j;t�t dðst�1
i ; sti Þxtij � �Di do

6: j� ¼ maxj2Jfwt
j � dðst�1

i ; jÞbig;
7: if wt

j� � dðst�1
i ; j�Þbi > 0 then

8: at
j� ¼ wt

j� � dðst�1
i ; j�Þbi;

9: bi ¼ ð1þ dðst�1
i ;j�Þ
Di

Þbi þ
dðst�1

i ;jÞwt
j�

ðg�1ÞdDi
;

10: xtij� ¼ �;
11: J ¼ J � fj�g;
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for

Lemma 3. Let bðtÞ
i denote the value of bi at the time slot t,

and we have

b
ðtÞ
i � g

P
j;t�t

dðst�1
i ;jÞxtij

Di � 1
g� 1

: (14)

Proof. This lemma can be proved by following a similar
induction to that of Lemma 2. tu
Theorem 3. The online algorithm is ð1þ 1

2�þ1Þ-competitive.
Proof. It is easy to see that the dual solution is feasible

because of line 7. Following a similar proof in Theorem 2,
we can show that the primal solution is also feasible. In each
update, the growth of primal objective is �wt

j� . The growth of
dual objective is

at
j� þ

X
i

Dibi

¼ wt
j� � dðst�1

i ; j�Þbi þ Di

"
dðst�1

i ; j�Þbi

Di

þ dðst�1
i ; jÞwt

j�

ðg� 1ÞdDi

#

¼ wt
j� þ

dðst�1
i ; jÞwt

j�

ðg� 1Þd

� wt
j� þ

wt
j�

ðg� 1Þ
¼ wt

j�

�
g

g� 1

�
:

(15)
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Therefore, the competitive ratio is g
ðg�1Þ�, which can be

approximated by

g

ðg� 1Þ� ¼ ð1þ 1=DÞD=�
½ð1þ 1=DÞD=� � 1��

� e1=�

�ðe1=� � 1Þ

¼ 1þ 1
� þ 1

2!�2
þ 	 	 	

�ð1� þ 1
2!�2

þ 	 	 	Þ

� 1þ 1
�

1þ 1
2�

¼1þ 1
2�þ 1

:

(16)

tu
Above theorem show that the approximation ratio

becomes closer to 1 when the value of � increases, leading to
a near-optimal solution returned by Algorithm 2.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We develop a prototype to evaluate the performance of our
proposed design. As shown in Figure 4, we develop an App
installed on iPad mini, which implements main functions
such as medical service request, resource demand/supply,
and safe route search. The server with data management and
user interface has been installed on a laptop with 8 G mem-
ory. A mobile station with network interfaces and data stor-
age is also developed and its hardware can be customized
according to the carrying capability of vehicles. We conduct
experiments to measure the amount of buffered data at
mobile stations. Please note that we port the communication
system of the mobile station to a laptop to simplify the
experiments. As shown in Figure 5, the amount of data buff-
ered at clients can be reduced when mobile stations are
involved in the data forwarding tasks, which indicates that
message forwarding delay is decreased.
We conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the perfor-

mance of our proposed online algorithm in large-scale set-
tings. For comparison, we also show the simulation results of
following schemes.

� Optimal solution (“optimal”): The optimal solution
obtained by solving the offline formulation given all
tasks are known in advance.

� The lower bound (“Lower_bound”): The results of
dividing optimal solution by e

e�1.� Fixed traveling schedule for each station (“fixed_sched”):
Each station has fixed traveling path.

� Greedy algorithm (“Greedy”): A greedy algorithm that
always assigns tasks with maximum weights to stations
in each time slot.

The results of our proposed online algorithm is denoted as
“online” in figures. All simulation results are the average of
30 random problem instances with 40 time slots.
We first study influence of the numbers of communities.

Task weights are randomly generated within [0,1]. Consider
five stations with maximum working distance of 90. As
shown in Figure 6, all results of the total weight increase
with number of communities. Although our online algorithm
cannot achieve the optimal solution, its performance is
always higher than the lower bound as expected, which veri-
fies the correctness of derived competitive ratio. Further-
more, our online algorithm significantly outperforms greedy
algorithm and fixed scheduling by 1.4 and 3.7 times,
respectively.
Next, we fix the number of communities to 30 and change

the number of stations from 2 to 10. As shown in Figure 7,
the total weight increases with the station number. When
there are only 2 stations, the total weight of online algorithm

FIGURE 4. System prototype.

FIGURE 5. The amount of buffered data.

FIGURE 6. The total weight versus different number of

communities.
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is 69.4, 1.9 times of that from greedy algorithm. The total
weight of online algorithm increases to 291.9 when 10 sta-
tions are available, but performance of the greedy algorithm
is only 241. Again, the performance of online algorithm is
always higher than the lower bounds under all settings, as
expected
We then study effects of the maximum working distance

(Di) of mobile stations by changing its value from 60 to 100.
In this set of simulations, we consider problem instances
with 30 communities, 5 stations, and 40 time slots. The simu-
lation results are shown in Figure 8. The optimal solutions
and lower bounds do not change because stations have not
achieved their maximum working distance within the simula-
tion time. On the other hand, the performance of online

algorithm improves as the maximum working distance
increases. A larger working distance (Di) leads to smaller bi

in each update (from line 8 of Algorithm 1, which reduces
the influence of traveling distance to the next community (in
line 5). Therefore, communities with a larger weight are
selected when Di increases. Furthermore, the performance
gap of some approximations used in deriving of competitive
ratio becomes smaller for a larger weight.
We change the portion of communities with tasks, and

show the simulation results in Figure 9. The performance of
all schemes increases when there are more tasks in each time
slot. However, the increasing trend of optimal solutions
decreases because of the constraints of maximum working
distance of stations. We also observe that the performance of
greedy algorithm is lower than lower bounds when the por-
tion is less than 100 percent, while our online algorithm out-
performs lower bounds under all settings.
We change the mean of weight distributions, and show the

results in Figure 10. The total weights of all schemes increase
as growth of task weights, and our proposed algorithm
always achieves close performance with the optimal solution.
Also, the performance gap between our proposal and other
schemes slightly increases under larger task weights because
the online algorithm can better exploit the tasks with larger
weights.
Finally, the total weight of online algorithm and optimal

solution under different values of � is shown in Figure 11.
As the growth of �, the total weight increases because of the
higher moving capability of mobile stations. Meanwhile, the

FIGURE 7. The total weight versus different number of stations.

FIGURE 8. The total weight versus maximum working distance of

stations.

FIGURE 9. The total weight versus portion of communities with

tasks.

FIGURE 10. The total weight versus means of weight distribution.

FIGURE 11. The total weight versus value of �.
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performance gap between our online algorithm and optimal
solution becomes smaller.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we consider a disaster environment where a
disaster management center generates a number of tasks
(e.g., sensing, information collection, message dissemina-
tion) targeting different damaged areas. We propose to use
mobile stations to establish network connection and conduct
these tasks. To address the challenge of limited number of
mobile stations and unpredictable tasks, we design an online
algorithm with the objective of maximizing the total weight
of conducted tasks. The competitive ratio of this online algo-
rithm is derived. Finally, the performance of the online algo-
rithm is evaluated by extensive simulations.
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